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Project Innovations:
• Use pose estimator (MediaPipe⁴) to find (x, y) coordinates for diver’s wrist and elbow, since wrist and elbow primarily used in pointing
• Combine MediaPipe & mentor’s work to calculate (x, y, z) for elbow and wrist on diver
• Compare MediaPipe with Deep Lab Cut localization accuracy to determine quality of pose estimation performance

Analysis
• Over 90 stereo images (left and right), MediaPipe performed on average 1.65 times more accurate at predicting a diver’s pose than Deep Lab Cut
• However, MediaPipe detected a pose in only 8 out of those 90 image pairs (8.89%)

Next Steps
• Define 3-dimensional location of interest for robot to inspect from diver pointing

Finding Z
Using MediaPipe Pose Estimator to Calculate Z Coordinate

When rectified, \( v = v' \) and disparity = \( u - u' \)  \((x, y, z)\)
Elbow = \( (u_1 - u_1', v_1 - v_1') = (u_1 - u_1', 0) \)  \((x, y, z)\)
Wrist = \( (u_2 - u_2', v_2 - v_2') = (u_2 - u_2', 0) \)  \((x, y, z)\)

Checking the Accuracy of Z
Comparing Location Accuracy of MediaPipe and Deep Lab Cut Pose Estimators

MediaPipe pose estimator
Deep Lab Cut pose estimator
Ground Truth (manually labeling)
Combination of pose estimators

Problem
• Underwater visibility is poor compared to terrain pointing
• Robot perceives world in 2D, while human perceives world in 3D
Robot doesn’t understand what the diver points to

Objective
Enable robot to find item of interest from diver pointing

Applications
• Diver pointing to coral for robot to map or photograph
• Diver pointing to trash for robot to pick up or remove

Previous Work:
• Deep Lab Cut⁵ pose estimator to find coordinates of diver
• Calculate disparity between stereo images to determine 3-dimensional coordinates for diver’s elbow and wrist
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